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ABSTRACT
“Magic for a Pixeloscope” is a one hour show conceived to be represented in a theater scenario that merges mixed and augmented reality (MR/AR) and full-body interaction with classical magic to create new tricks. The show was conceived by an interdisciplinary team composed by a magician, two interaction designers, a theater director and a stage designer. The magician uses custom based hardware and software to create new illusions which are a starting point to explore new language for magical expression. In this paper we introduce a conceptual framework used to inform the design of different tricks; we explore the design and production of some tricks included in the show and we describe the feedback received on the world premiere and some of the conclusions obtained.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Magicians have always been reinventing their shows and their magical language expression to fascinate the public with new tricks and illusions. With this purpose magic performances incorporate new technologies and inventions. However, in most of cases, the innovations are exhibited the mechanical and his actions constantly in order to create amazing illusions. This project pushes towards the usage of MR/AR and interactive technologies on stage exploring how to provoke new experiences in the audience, promoting the analysis and understanding of this new communication media and the study of its intrinsic characteristics.

We believe that the experience we develop could not be achieved on stage using any other media.

2 CONCEPTUALIZING MR/AR IN TERMS OF MAGICAL EFFECTS
Previous research into conceptualizing mixed realities focused on moving from one physical place to another virtual one and vice versa via boundaries, which transparently connect separate, non-overlaid physical and virtual spaces. For example, Milgram [14] classifies mixed realities according a ‘continuum’ characterized by two extremes – the physical environment on one side, and the other virtual environment on the other. One of the main conceptualizing ideas for the show was to explore this relation between the real and unreal, i.e. the relation between the physical and the digital or virtual, and how the relation between two worlds and the boundaries between them can be used to create a magical effect in the audience.

Koleva et al [4][5] describe the properties of a ‘traversable’ interface connecting two worlds, as something which “gives the illusion of joining physical and virtual worlds together and that users can physically cross from one to the other”. The relation between physical world and digital one (the term ‘physical’ used to allude to actions or effects which do not involve virtual/digitally-enhanced artifacts) is reached through interfaces that require that the audience believe the illusion, while the magician might be aware of the mechanisms involved. This idea challenges traditional approaches to interface design that have focused on the experience of the direct participant neglecting the experience of observers [5]. Hence, new tricks are designed for the show mixing magic and MR/AR and new interfaces are developed for the magician to perform the trick and create the desired illusion in the audience.

A magician can make a coin appear in the air, out of nothing, and this effect will have a high grade of illusion in the audience.
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By using interactive technologies, the magician can also make the coin appear inside a screen just touching the screen surface. However, as the audience is nowadays quite used to touch screens interfaces – that can have some magical flavor when experienced –, this effect will have a low grade of illusion on the public if a magician is performing it on stage.

On the contrary, we believe that coupling both effects and worlds will have a higher illusion impact, as proposed in [6] for the performance climax. For example, the magician could grasp a coin that is placed inside the screen making it disappear from there, the digital world, and bringing it to the physical world, making the coin appear on his hand. In this case the magical effect is reached by crossing and breaking the boundaries between the physical world and the digital one, coupling the two extremes of the mixed realities continuum.

3 MAGICAL EFFECTS

Interaction and MR/AR are used to go from one world to the other by using different transforms [16]. We will analyze four different combinations, i.e. transforms, for coupling these two worlds:

- **Physical world action -> Physical world effect (PPt)**
- **Physical world action -> Digital world effect (PDt)**
- **Digital world action -> Digital world effect (DDt)**
- **Digital world action -> Physical world effect (DPt)**

The design and construction of these transforms from one world to the other and vice versa implies that a magical effect, could exist, in the physical world, in digital world or in both.

To decide which kind of tricks could be suitable to bring physical and virtual worlds together achieving a high magical illusion:
1. we describe major magic effects categories, which already exist on the physical world;
2. we analyze if the magical effect can be also performed in the digital world, posing an example of each category;
3. we evaluate the possibility to couple the digital effect with the physical world (low, medium and high); and
4. we estimate which grade of illusion can the digital effect afford for each transform (low, medium and high), see Table 1.

### Table 1. Magical effects' categories, a digital example, the possibility to couple it with the physical world and the estimated grade of illusion that the transformation produces in the audience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magical effect category</th>
<th>Digital world effect example</th>
<th>Possibility of coupling digital with physical world</th>
<th>Estimated grade of illusion of each transform type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production: the magician produces something from nothing.</td>
<td>The magician makes a coin appear on screen just touching the screen surface</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>PPt: High, PDt: Medium, DDb: Low, DDb: Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanishing: the magician makes something disappear</td>
<td>The magician makes a coin placed on a screen disappear just touching it or snapping his fingers</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>PPt: High, PDt: Medium, DDb: Low, DDb: Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation: the magician transforms something from one state into another.</td>
<td>The magician can manipulate in real time an image of an object by stretching, deforming, etc. it</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>PPt: Medium, PDt: Medium, DDb: Low, DDb: Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration: the magician destroys an object, then restores it back to its original state.</td>
<td>The magician can on the screen put together the parts of a broken object and when together restore the object by snapping his fingers</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>PPt: High, PDt: Low, DDb: Medium, DDb: High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleportation: the magician causes something to move from one place to another.</td>
<td>The magician makes an object disappear from one side of the screen appearing in another corner of the image</td>
<td>Low (if not coupled with Production and Vanishing)</td>
<td>PPt: High, PDt: Medium, DDb: Medium, DDb: High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction: the magician predicts the choice of a spectator, or the outcome of an event under seemingly impossible circumstances.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levitation: the magician defies gravity, either by making something float in the air, or with the aid of another object (suspension).</td>
<td>The magician makes an object float over his hand controlling its position in real time (both worlds are already connected in this case as the controlling object is in the physical world and the controlled object in the digital)</td>
<td>(both worlds are already connected in this case as the controlling object is in the physical world and the controlled object in the digital)</td>
<td>PPt: High, PDt: Medium, DDb: Low, DDb: Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Two examples

In order to clarify how to design and create a trick by breaking the boundaries of the physical and digital world we will describe two examples.

For the case of a transformation effect doing a digital action and having a result in the physical world (Dpt), imagine that the magician proposes a volunteer to choose photography or a card. After the choice is done the card is placed inside the digital space where the volunteer is asked to draw something on the photography, following the narrative of the show. After the photo is changed the magician returns the card, via a production (Dpt),
to the physical world, where the changes made in the physical plane remain, and the real photography has also been drawn.

We detail another example: a restoration effect. We can imagine the magician asking a volunteer to give him her mobile phone. By chance this mobile phone is destroyed on stage, breaking into several pieces. But, the magician wants to repair the damage done and promises the volunteer to restore her mobile phone. The magician, by a production (Pdt), introduces all the pieces inside a screen where the volunteer is asked to glue them together by touching the screen and dragging the pieces inside a virtual box. Once the pieces are glued the magician, via a Dpt production and a Ddt vanishing effect, gets back the volunteer’s mobile phone completely restored.

4 MAGIC FOR A PIXELOSCOPE

“Magic for a Pixeloscope” is a one hour magical show that includes some of the transforms described above in different routines – a collection of tricks, actions and procedures that are followed regularly by a magician to perform a bigger illusion effect –, see Table 1.

The purpose of the project was to explore new languages for illusion and magical effects by:

- Putting together an interdisciplinary group of people discussing about new ways to create magical effects and illusions;
- Introducing MR/AR and full-body interaction technologies to achieve these illusions;
- Designing and producing a magic performance with some of the analyzed transformations.
- Verifying if the estimated grade of illusion for the transformations developed for the show was the one produced on the public.

4.1 Installation and Technology

Custom based hardware and software was developed to capture and process the magician and audience volunteers’ gestures and behaviors which were used to create digitally generated real-time stimuli. We developed two different interfaces which permitted the performance of the designed new tricks:

- An interactive table for close magic tricks where magician hand gestures and cards were captured by a camera, see Figure 1. Camera was placed on the top of the table to show a clear zenith-view of the magician manipulating cards. The live video capture was shown on a big screen and the real-time effects, controlled by the magician, augmented the video image. Volunteers and the magician manipulate and create the effects in real time.

- A big interactive retro projected screen. In front of it movement, behaviors, position and full-body gestures were captured, processed and used to interact with projected elements in a 1:1 scale, see Figure 2. The full-body interaction is not mediated through users’ silhouette, as on Myron Krueger’s Videoplace [7]. In our setting, the full-body interaction technique is used for a first person interaction without any outline of the users’ silhouette or any avatar, enhancing the illusion of controlling the digital world and the magical effect. For the projection to be seen well enough the screen needs to be dark. However for the computer vision application to work properly, illumination is needed. As the projection has to be visible to the public, the computer vision needs to operate in a different invisible spectrum such as infrared. Infrared lights were placed behind the screen and used to flood the screen. As the background is highly illuminated and the participants block the light arriving to the camera, they can be detected by the system robustly under different illumination scenery conditions.

Figure 1. Interactive table with a camera for augmenting cards and magician hands; a) initial design, b) interface on stage, c) the magician with a volunteer.

Figure 2. Interactive screen for full-body interaction: a) an audience volunteer stands in front of the screen and extends his arm to control and augment with digital numbers and suits the cards on the table, b) and c) moving her arms another volunteer will get attached the correct number and suit of a selected card predicting it on the digital world.
4.2 A restoration routine for “Magic for a Pixeloscope”

As mentioned above the show include a trick were the magician destroyed on stage, physical world, a volunteer’s mobile phone, breaking it into several pieces. Afterwards all the pieces were placed inside a screen, the digital world, where the volunteer recomposed the mobile by dragging the pieces and putting them inside a virtual box that appeared inside the screen, see Figure 3.

Figure 3. The magician in front of the big screen with the broken mobile pieces on the left: a) he shows to a volunteer how to capture them, b) and he put the pieces inside the virtual box, on the right below.

The magician finally got back the volunteer’s mobile phone completely restored to the real world, making it appear inside a box on stage, see Figure 3. This routine included two different magical effects and three different transformations: a production with a Pdt transformation to introduce the mobile pieces from physical world into the screen; a Dpt production and a Ddt vanishing effect coupled to get the reconstructed mobile phone out of the screen and appearing inside – which can be understood as a teleportation from digital world to physical world –, see Figure 4.

Figure 4. The magician teletransported a mobile phone from the screen to the physical box on stage via a Dpt production and a Ddt vanishing.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The world premiere was the 19th December 2008 in Can Felipa’s theater, Barcelona – a 5 minutes video can be found in [9] –. 104 spectators assisted to the show, aged from 6 years old to 72 years old. Among the audience there were magicians, interaction designers and plain public. We received an amazingly good feedback from them. We collected the feedback through interviews from observers and three different volunteers that participated in the show experiencing the interactions and tricks proposed.

The main lessons we learned were:

A good way to achieve illusion by mixing MR/AR technologies with classical magic is by breaking the boundaries between physical and digital worlds through the usage of transforms.

Not all the transforms could achieve the same grade of illusion in the audience. The restoration routine detailed above achieved a high degree of illusion and was the most liked by the audience. To achieve it three different transforms were concatenated and coupled.

The magician performance, actions and attitude contributes to the understanding of transforms and audience fascination.

“Magic for a Pixeloscope” will evolve whit the lessons learned during the initial performances. We will design new tricks and effects and will test their grade of illusion. The established framework is a starting point to understand the possibilities that new technologies like MR/AR offer to magic and performing arts, an umbrella to contribute with new shows to the evolution and modernization of these fields.
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